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Plasma sprint, 2019 edition; personal updates [2]

In June, I had a great time at a series of KDE events held in the offices of Slimbook, makers of
fantastic Neon-powered laptops, at the outskirts of Valencia, Spain. Following on from a twoday KDE e.V. board of directors meeting, the main event was the 2019 edition of the Plasma
development sprint. The location proved to be quite ideal for everything. Slimbook graciously
provided us with two lovely adjacent meeting rooms for Plasma and the co-located KDE
Usability & Productivity sprint, allowing the groups to mix and seperate as our topics
demanded - a well-conceived spatial analog for the tight relationship and overlap between the
two.
[...]
In KDE e.V. news, briefly we stole one of the sprint rooms for a convenient gathering of most
of our Financial Working Group, reviewing the implementation of the annual budget plan of
the organization. We also had a chance to work with the Usability goal crew (have you heard
about KDE goals yet?) on a plan for the use of their remaining budget -- it's going to be
exciting.
As a closing note, it was fantastic to see many new faces at this year's sprint. It's hard to
believe for how many attendees it was their first KDE sprint ever, as it couldn't have been
more comfortable to have them on board. It's great to see our team grow.

Real Python at PyCon US 2019 [3]

Quansight presence at SciPy'19 [4]

Yesterday the SciPy'19 conference ended. It was a lot of fun, and very productive. You can
really feel that there's a lot of energy in the community, and that it's growing and maturing.
This post is just a quick update to summarize Quansight's presence and contributions, as well
as some of the more interesting things I noticed.

ASG! 2019 CfP Re-Opened! [5]

Due to popular request we have re-opened the Call for Participation (CFP) for All Systems
Go! 2019 for one day. It will close again TODAY, on 15 of July 2019, midnight Central
European Summit Time! If you missed the deadline so far, we?d like to invite you to submit
your proposals for consideration to the CFP submission site quickly! (And yes, this is the last
extension, there's not going to be any more extensions.)
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